HEW Rules Senior Job Auction Illegal

By Jim Colgrove

Finding itself at odds with federal officials, the Senior Class Committee recently found itself in the crosshairs of federal officials. The committee was formed to address issues such as the lack of funds and class spirit.

The committee was accused of violating federal laws by conducting a job auction for senior jobs. The auction was held over the internet, and students had to pay a fee to enter. The proceeds of the auction were supposed to be used to fund the committee.

However, the committee was accused of not following the proper procedures to conduct the auction. According to federal laws, all proceeds of any auction must be distributed to the students.

The committee is currently working with federal officials to resolve the issue. It is hoped that the committee will be able to continue its work without further complications.
Defector Rifkin Says Soviets Talking War

By Rich Bunker

The Soviet people are talking of war with China, an improvement in Soviet relations and life in the Soviet Union Tuesday evening in White Gowns.

Rifkin said that "when all the people in the Soviet Union talk about something, it is because the government wants it." Rifkin claimed that Europe is not feeling important to Soviet expansion and that China is the only buffer state to Soviet global domination.

Rifkin said he believes that now is the best time for the Soviet Union to take action against China for several reasons. According to Rifkin, China's growth is weak and heavily dependent on Western technology, and Rifkin said that he feels as if the country's time for now is over by the number of Chinese will be growing.

When asked what type of action should be taken by the Soviet Union, Rifkin replied that the Soviet Union will probably not take any long term military action against China, but would prefer to attack China through Soviets and Mongolia, and make a buffer state for Manchuria.

According to Rifkin, the Soviet Union has not acted because of the reaction of the United States' presidential elections. The Soviets cannot go ahead until Carter will move to Soviet aggression in China, Rifkin concluded.

On the topic of life in the Soviet Union, Rifkin said, "The whole life is really bad." The discrimination against the Jewish race and the lack of Anti-Semitism in the Soviet Union was also hidden from society in Rifkin's country. The most important factor was the general state of redaction in the Soviet Union, which says "man must continue to the class into which he was born."

In the Soviet Union, you are most important for society where you can best be suited," said Rifkin, "and I felt I could not continue there."

Short Cut to French

Language learning can be a long and painful process, but with the help of a new, unique, and right path to foreign language for native English users, 5 to 20 weeks to master a foreign language.

Programs are conducted in a French university level.

Roc in comparison to the French universities, the program brings together family living and programmed instruction in a rod a foreign language.

To determine age, it is necessary to take the language placement test. Your teacher will explain the test details at the beginning of the program.

Program Contents:

1. Pronunciation
2. Vocabulary
3. Grammar
4. Conversation
5. Reading
6. Writing
7. Listening

DUE/FLORIDAN OF GROVE 3350 W 125, N.W.

Free Consultation for all French students with a French teacher!

Short Cut to French

HAVE A HEART THIS VALENTINE'S WEEKEND

LOVE BUNDELE BOUQUET

Call or write us for details and order your Bouquet TODAY! 312-964-1251

WEDDING RINGS HAN MADE ORIGINALS

BARRY MICHAELSON

(Goldsmitb & Jewelere)

785-1388

NOV Eye St, NW

Harbin Pipes Burst; Six Floors Flooded

by Sarah Medaddy

Pipe breaks in Harbin dorm burst on Monday afternoon, causing extensive damage to several of the floors.

According to Director of Main

John C. Miller, the pipe burstage occurred after the pipes were used. The pipes in the pipes, expanded, causing them to close, Miller commented.

Six floors in Harbin were flooded by the water.

The pipes, according to Miller, because "the last visit to Harbin in that particular cluster customarily takes place Friday," according to Lisa Graham and Alton Halperin of U.S. Harbin.

Most of the damage done, resi-

dients commented, was done on the floor. Floors, closet, offices, typewriters and rugs all were on the list of damaged goods.

David Holmes, resident director of Harbin, said that if student's belongings were not covered under private homeowners insurance, the university would be responsible for all damages.

Kathy Morgan, resident Assistant on third floor Harbin said that the clean-up had taken over two hours. "Broken full of water (fuming out the water," Morgan said.

One resident of Harbin said that he was "listening to the sound when we heard this dripping sound next to the heater. It started slowly, but soon got to be a pretty good flow of water."
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Some Will Not Get DC Scholar Grants

by Mary Lee Robinson

DC area students have applied for small scholarships from the Department of Human Resources (DHR), but for the most part they are being denied. A review of past years indicates that the DHR office has met its $20 million goal by awarding $22 million in grants, in addition to students who applied for small scholarships. The DHR office was unable to provide any statistics to the author on the number of applications received and the amount awarded.

A spokesman for the DHR office told the author that all applications were reviewed and that the process was fair and unbiased. However, the spokesman admitted that some students were denied grants.

Some students were denied grants because their applications were incomplete or lacked certain information. Others were denied grants because they did not meet the eligibility requirements.

The DHR office is responsible for administering the DC Scholar Grant Program, which provides grants to qualified students based on financial need. The program is designed to help students attend college and complete their education.

Students who do not receive grants may still have other options for financial assistance, such as scholarships, grants, and loans. It is important for students to explore all their options and apply for any available aid.

Repairs to the DC Scholar Grant Program could be made by increasing the program's budget, providing more resources for the review process, and implementing a more transparent application process. It is important for the DHR office to continue to work towards providing equal opportunity for all students who apply for grants. 
Little Tin Boxes

Like a mother protecting her kittens, the administration will go to great lengths to defend the already tarnished reputation of the campus. With no one willing to admit that the $85,000 computer system is a failure, the GUPS is left holding the bag. Confronted with a feasibility study on whether to install additional card readers at Administrative and Med Center buildings, GUPS has yet to determine how many card readers would be needed, where they would be located, and most importantly, how much they would cost.

However, Security Director Charles Lamb has voiced strong support for the proposed expansion. A recent university press release stated, “This, he (Lamb) feels, would be a total security package to the entire campus.”

This statement came in a wake of a Hoyan editorial two weeks ago bemoaning lax security at Georgetown. A survey revealed that intruders could by-pass the card readers in several of the dorms and pry open the glass doors with a crowbar. Even more alarming was the fact that the door to Copley could be opened simply tapping on the grating.

The last straw came when Security inspected the dorm minutes two weeks ago and found that the doors in Coplay, Harbor, Old North and Damall weren’t locked when shut. A few days later the same release was reading a glowing report of cooperation between the GUPS and the midnight guards for an extended tour of duty.

Security was quick to point out that the problem was caused by structural defects in the doors—the computers were in perfect working order. Unfortunately, if the hydraulic closures aren’t served, the doors, then the card readers are all practical nonsense, a mere scrap metal. Damall spent an entire Saturday night wide open for invasion when the doors began to malfunction late at night after the student guard had left.

Although most of the doors have been repaired, maintenance reports that the Harbin entrance may need new door frames and a metal bar in the middle, a cost of up to several grand. How wonderful new the long areas will fall until combined heavy usage knocks them ever to slightly out of kilter, once again rendering computered security ineffective and necessitating more costly repairs.

New doors were installed at New South’s north entrance last semester following similar problems with the locking mechanism. Already “the door lock box has been in use for ten years,” one maintenance employee told The Hoyan.

The card readers, may be more glamorous than the student guards, allowing GUPS to boast of being one of the first universities in the country to have this expensive, ultra-modern system. Their performance, however, has left some experts a little uneasy. We hope that the new Avis Ottoliberi of Administrative Services (who provided us with this information) can email us an improved performance into account before he decides whether to add more card readers.

Religious mission or no religious mission, it is something that the students need to be made aware of. Please, let us all be prepared to greet the fedora donned yokel who, with no life, has the right to breathe the blissful state of apathy.
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Graham/Feirstein

The days are over and pocket money has ended, but Student Government is in all of us. It is the most durable and successful means for influencing University policy and improving student life. Recently, however, Student Government has chosen to ignore its most valuable asset: the students themselves. As a result, students have lost their voice. Furthermore, the Government has not been very active at the same time criteria and quality standards raising over the nation has been great.

We believe that the Executive Student Government in the Georgetown Student Body with the students is a must. It is necessary to reestablish a student voice in order to improve the students' involvement with the University. The executive Student Government is the key. Through my work on the Student Advisory Group, and use this to formulate a plan.

One of the most important aspects of this plan is the introduction of the new constitution. With or without this constitution, the University will proceed with work on a new complex, $84,000 Class Association. We favor the use of this for the University.

We are not satisfied with the status quo. There is a need for a new constitution, but we are for a new constitution, but we demand that the right of the students to be represented in the executive Branch of the University. We advocate that the number of student representatives be increased.

We believe that the Student Senate can be used as an advertising and interviewing process. We have the three student MCC representatives who will act as a go-between for students, e.g., Tuition, and Financial Aid. In this way students will have a stronger voice in budgeting decisions.

The ultimate goal of Student Government is to build the foundations so that by the end of 1978 the GU student government will not only be capable, but also independent. We believe that the number of student representatives should be increased and that their role should be redefined.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Vote Wednesday February 16
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As students whose junior years pay for 83% of the total operating costs of the Main Campus Buildings, we are entitled to ask some hard questions: What are the guidelines for the new Ben's Bells? Will students have a say in spending any money or will the administrators use student money for whatever they please? Why is it that students receive mail from the Student Senate but not the student body? We have been hearing another year of having your ideas and not wait for the Senate to address them. Because many capable and qualified students do not come to the Student Senate with their ideas, the senate fails to represent them and becomes meaningless.

I am Kathy Esposito, a student of 79, who sees her role as a representative body. Due to this fact that it is not officially recognized by the administration it is necessary, purely a voluntary body. This means that it is a student run system and has far greater opportunities for the student body. Some policies I would like to see are a permanent Student Lobby Group to deal with the BUA, bursar's office, and the failure of their jobs is to represent a student body. The Student Senate must be made to work for the student body. The Senate should be staffed by student representatives, not faculty members.

The Senate seeks to implement new ideas in terms of public relations to the students through a newsletter. This newsletter will be a part of the Department of Student Affairs. The Senate is interested in what it means to be a Georgetown student; that is why the Senate needs to publish a newsletter regularly. The Senate needs to publish an expose of all the facts.

I would want such programs do not exist, as they are not difficult to implement.
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We have seen the Student Senate degenerate into the most inef-ficacious body of Student Government. For this reason, the Senate has the potential to become a more effective organization. I am not a senator, but I am presently the vice-president of the Student Council which has tried to help the students informed by publishing a weekly newsletter. In the fall, I co-ordinated the Student Senate's con-ference at the Residential Center information desk. If there is going to be a change in the effectiveness of the Senate, it is going to take some work.

The Senate uses this newsletter as a weapon to browbeat and spread misinformation throughout the student body. I have brought to the Senate meetings that I have attended in the few Senate meetings I have attended as an observer. I have seen a total disregard for student opinion in the actions of certain Senate. When petitions supporting a resolution greater than the number of Student senators from Class of '78 to '82 were presented to the Senate, I was shocked to see certain senators laugh them off by reasoning that since the student body was so ill informed, the Student Senate was virtually needed. If, as they say, the student body is ill informed, the fault lies with the Senate.

My qualifications for the job of Student Senator would most likely be my desire to see the Senate fulfill a more effective, creative, and responsible role in the administration and providing positive student input into University policy.

Bebe (Anny) Winover
Class of '80

As a member of the Senate's Student Services Committee this past semester, I have painfully aware of the lack of power which the Student Government possesses. In fact, the Student Senate is not even officially recognized by the Administration. Thus, as of now, it is purely a lobbying body.

I think, to change this, this is your school and your Student Government. You are the people who can change this. It is your job to elect the people who will best represent you and your opinions. It is your only and it is very valuable to you. I ask you to give it to me.

Jimmy Einsteinis
Class of '80

Having been here at Georgetown for only one semester, I'm stunned at the number of opportunities that are not being utilized. We must strike efficiency and new programs that will make GIS an educational institute. I propose that the Senate be transformed into a real student body. It is going to take some work.

Lorie Hill
Class of '80

My qualifications for the job of Student Senator would most likely be my desire to see the Senate fulfill a more effective, creative, and responsible role in the administration and providing positive student input into University policy.

Joe Conomy
Class of '80

I feel that the Senate is not just a joke. It is something that if working properly, can greatly affect your stay at Georgetown. We all have this little min of us that tells us to speak up and say exactly what we feel, but so often we feel that it is not our place to tell the Senate and Congress what we feel. Many times it has been my opinion that people do not tell the Senate what they feel, for fear of being laughed at. I think that the Senate is in direct conflict with the idea of a true liberal arts school. We are here to get a better educational experience, so why should we have to suffer with the Senate.

Allen White
Class of '80

This is not the original plan.

The Senate should have been a very powerful body. It was in great need of change. My qualifications for the job of Student Senator would most likely be my desire to see the Senate fulfill a more effective, creative, and responsible role in the administration and providing positive student input into University policy.

Nick Lamb
Class of '80

Pregnant Unexpectedly!
Have you considered all your choices? You could be making the most important decision of your life.

Call Birthright 526-3333

100 students wanted for telephone work. Starting at $2.25 per hour.

BONUSES

Call Mr. Duchano 369-5300

Wanted Arabic Language Tutor Arab Grad Student, Native Speaker. Needed to tutor in Arabic several hours weekly.

Call Craig 981-0987

WANTED TELEPHONE SOLICITORS TO WORK FOR FIRM LOCATED IN SPRING VALLEY SECTION OF WASHINGTON. EXCELLENT COMPENSATION. CALL 363-5300

Found: Male Irish Setter CONTACT: Julie Denney Govt. Department Say 825-6439 Evening 825-5648

Experienced Telephone People for Alexandria Area. Salary from $1.25 to $3.00 per hour plus bonus. Day Work Call 370-1517

We have seen the Student Senate degrade into the most ineffective branch of Student Government. For this reason, the Senate has the potential to become an effective, creative, and responsible representation body. I will work towards:

- Improving Senate to student communications by impressing on the Senate to publish weekly news releases in the campus papers.

- Increasing the numbers of students in the class of '80 to the administrative and providing positive student input into University policy.

Bebe (Anny) Winover
Class of '80

As a member of the Senate's Student Services Committee this past semester, I have painfully aware of the lack of power which the Student Government possesses. In fact, the Student Senate is not even officially recognized by the Administration. Thus, as of now, it is purely a lobbying body. I think, to change this, this is your school and your Student Government. You are the people who can change this. It is your job to elect the people who will best represent you and your opinions. It is your only and it is very valuable to you. I ask you to give it to me.

Jimmy Einsteinis
Class of '80

Inflation! !

One month introductory offer — Mon.-Fri. 5-8 pm

Draught .35 Bar Cocktails .60

3401 M Street N.W. — Directly under the "BAR" light

HAPPY HOUR RETURNS ! !

One month introductory offer — Mon.-Fri. 5-8 pm

Draught .40 Bar Cocktails .75

It's about time for students to stop looking at themselves and LOOK OUT towards the world. I say, let's try our respective hands. A Student Senate should LOOK OUT for students' well-being in the case of Alcoholism, Smoking, Traffic, Alcoholism, Parking, and much more. If elected as your senator, I will promise to LOOK OUT and listen to you, to listen myself to the student body's needs. I will to my best possible abilities to LOOK OUT for your men.

Aster Gallacher
For the ballot, Wednesday, February 16, and P.S. LOOK OUT for YOU.

Arie Galagher
C'80

Tired of Inflation?

In an Effort to Restore An Age Old Tradition, We Re-open Olde Mac's

For a 3 hour love affair . . . . . . with your favorite nemesis*

Friday, February 11, 1977 — 5 till 8 PM

we want you back at Georgetown's only real bar

Draught .35

Bar Cocktails .60

3401 M Street N.W. — Directly under the "BAR" light

HAPPY HOUR RETURNS ! !

One month introductory offer — Mon.-Fri. 5-8 pm

Draught .40 Bar Cocktails .75
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Tired of Inflation?

In an Effort to Restore An Age Old Tradition, We Re-open Olde Mac's

For a 3 hour love affair . . . . . . with your favorite nemesis*
Grease
National Theatre
Clown Sunday, Feb. 13
"These fabulous hitz!" The hull and puff of television record promos never to interpolate the soundless days of rock and roll, these "happy days" when men were "Burger Palace Boys" and their chicks, the "Pink Ladies." It centers around the escapades of the youth. The story of Grease is a simple one. It concurs with the escapades of the sect that featured "Burger Palace Boys" and their chicks, the "Pink Ladies." Danny Zuko, discovering his serious love, Sandy Dumbrowski, has transferred to Rydell from Transylvania High. The tension code requires Danny to maintain his "cool" while Sandy founds is disturbed. The "Pink Ladies" adapt Sandy and the transformation that results is enough to spark anyone's jets. The musical numbers of the show are indeed shaped the era when men were brash and women were innocently lewd. In those days of rock and roll music of the 50's, the expression of a deeper urge and frenzy found only in the hearts of the youth. Those days of rock and roll music of the 50's were a musical explosion that accompanied the background singers and music powerhouse the lead singer, preventing a clear understanding of the lyrics. But for the most part, the entire cast churned with excitement, carried by the amplified voices of the background singers and music. The lyrics are beautifully crafted, brash, and the doo-wop-da-doo-dahs" that permeate the show are infectious. During certain songs, the background singers and music overpower the lead singer, preventing a clear understanding of the lyrics. But for the most part, the entire cast carried with excitement, and CENTER, the number was a musical explosion that kept the audience roaring and sitting in their seats. Patricia Bergens oversees much of the credit for the successful formation that results is enough to prevent any problems in the show. The only problem in the show resides in the dedication and responsiveness of the cast. I have never seen a more "together" group of young performers. The cohesive nature of their performance made it hard for me to imagine them doing anything else but the show. The success of Grease was a whole lot of shaking and jiggling. The success of Grease for the most part resides in the dedication and responsiveness of the cast. I have never seen a more "together" group of young performers. The cohesive nature of their performance made it hard for me to imagine them doing anything else but the show.
**EUROPE via PanAM 707**

Less than 4% Economy Fare. Call toll free (8-6 pm)
(800) 325-4867 or see your travel agent
60-day advance purchase required

**GU Sports Pressure?**

by Warren Fink

Home Court Advantage? Pre-game jitters? Night before the game jitters? Most sports fans realize that a sporting event has its psychological side as well as physical, and present on the sideline is a large part of it.

Degree of athletic pressure depends on several variables. One of these variables is the pressure that is put on the individual athlete. In an individual sport, it is more difficult to put the pressure on an athlete than in a team sport, where the team's performance is in question. The psychological aspect of pressure can be divided into two categories: situational and performance pressure. Situation pressure is the pressure that is put on the athlete by the coach or the team. Performance pressure is the pressure that is put on the athlete by himself/herself.

The coach's role is to motivate the players to perform at their best. This is done by setting high expectations and by providing feedback. The athlete's role is to perform at their best. This is done by setting high expectations and by providing feedback. The athlete's role is to perform at their best. This is done by setting high expectations and by providing feedback.

**Blowdry, cut, shampoo $2.50**

(Men's)

A $5 introductory discount for cut & style
with presentation of this ad

Elle et Lui New Coiffeur
For Men and Women
30 West 30th Street
New York, N.Y. 10001
(212) 489-1390
1453 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, D.C.
(202) 337-2944

**DEBATE BETWEEN**

All Student Government Residential Candidates’

Friday, Feb. 11th at 4:00 PM
in the Washington Club Lounge
Basement New North

Refreshments will be served.

**VOTE**

General Student Government Election

Wed., February 16

**VOTING BY DORM**

COPLEY • QUAD (by mailroom)
HENLEVILLE • DARNALL/ST. MARY’S
LOYOLA (Walsh lobby)
NEW SOUTH (lobby)
HARBIN/McDonough

**OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS VOTE**

IN LAUINGER LIBRARY
**Harbin, New North Tied 5-0**

by Michael Montgomery

In 3rd's dorm league, A division, Harbin and New North tied 5-0 Wednesday night, giving both teams a chance to come out of the West and challenge the East in the dorm league. New North is 5-0 in the league and is the West's only unbeaten team. Harbin is 4-1, but has played one game less than New North. The West and East teams face each other after New Year's break.

New North took a 3-0 lead on goals from members of their starting lineup. Their second goal, a cross from Jerry Johnson, was blocked, but teammate Mark Martin scored on the rebound. New North's third goal came courtesy of Scott Harris, who scored in the 18th minute.

In the second half, Harbin leveled the score with a goal from member of their starting lineup. Their second goal, a cross from Jerry Johnson, was blocked, but teammate Mark Martin scored on the rebound. New North's third goal came courtesy of Scott Harris, who scored in the 18th minute.
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